May 13th, 2015

Dear,

You are invited to attend the press conference of the Fifth Congress of the Paris Appeal to be held on:

May 18, 2015, from 1:00 to 2:00pm, Room "Maria Theresa",
At the Belgian Royal Academy of Medicine, Brussels,
1, Rue Ducale (Subway station "Trône", Boulevard du Régent).
Phone: 0033 664925638 or 00331 45785353     Mail: appeldeparis2004@gmail.com

The congress is entitled:

IDIOPATHIC ENVIRONMENTAL INTOLERANCE: WHAT ROLE FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS AND CHEMICALS?

The major objective of this congress will be to review current findings on:

ELECTROMAGNETIC HYPERSENSITIVITY (EHS) AND MULTIPLE CHEMICAL SENSITIVITY (MCS)

This is an exceptional event that brings together the world's leading experts on these new environmental conditions whose existence is still debated in national and international bodies and within the EU.

This conference will offer compelling scientific evidence making it possible to assert for the first time that this is a unique pathology caused by electromagnetic fields and / or chemicals; and that those who suffer from it are truly sick.

This congress will have three fundamental aims:

- To document current research and scientific advances.
- To relay the International Scientific Appeal on the Electromagnetic Field health effects launched on May 11 and signed by 190 scientists worldwide and to add to this appeal a specific scientific declaration on electromagnetic hyper sensitivity and sensitivity to multiple chemicals.
- To create an international science-policy workgroup and propose to work with WHO so as to make headway on the recognition of these two true and possibly related medical conditions.

At this congress, we will provide a press kit.

If you wish to be present on May 18, 2015, and sign in, just send your request to the following address appeldeparis2004@gmail.com.

Sincerely, The Organizing Committee

With the support of: